Im Frühling, wenn die Blumen blühn

da: TF Stickdesign

Modello: SCHTF-06-104

Im Frühling, wenn die Blumen blühn. A 45 pages leaflet with many charts dedicated to flowers and many decorative ideas.

Price: € 23.14 (incl. VAT)
Autumn Dreams

Modello: SCHTF-08-106

Autumn Dreams

Note: It is in German, but with clear (and coloured) patterns and well illustrated.

Price: € 4.10 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Winter Dreams**

da: TF Stickdesign

Modello: SCHTF-08-107

Winter Dreams

Note: It is in German, but with clear (and coloured) patterns and well illustrated.

**Price: € 5.35** (incl. VAT)